<How-Well-Do-You-Know-Hellenic?>
We have been in business since 1976. That’s over 40 years!
We’re not a snack bar but we used to be. We started out with four tables and six
stools. Now we have 250 seats!
The same family that started the restaurant, continues to run the restaurant today.
Our lemonade has made us famous!
Thousands of customers who travel the globe return to tell us that we make the
best Gyro, Souvlaki and lemonade on the planet.
We’re all about all-natural, healthy and organic ingredients. We even have Celtic
sea salt and organic pepper in our shakers on our tables.
Whenever available, we serve fresh local seafood and vegetables.
We make all our salad dressings. We only source the finest Greek olive oils.
Whenever possible, we make everything from scratch, to order.
We offer 100% organic entrees.
We only use organic eggs, pure maple syrup and pure butter for our breakfast
entrees.
We never have and never will charge extra for the pure maple syrup we serve.
Our gluten-free pancake mix is so good, we fly it in from New Mexico!

In 2018 we introduced our first paleo, low-carb pancakes, with mostly organic
ingredients… to die for!
Try our custom frittata, made your way, to order.
We have a huge selection of gluten-free entrees.
We have a large variety of vegetarian and vegan choices.
For the 2018 season we converted our small interior bar into a gelato and pastry
parlor, showcasing our fresh, homemade desserts and gelato.
We make our desserts from scratch on premise except for the cheesecake, it’s just
too good to beat.
We make the world’s greatest gelato on premise, using eggs, milk, cream and
sugar, the old-fashioned way, preservative free. Think you’ve had the creamiest ice
cream? Try ours!
Our pours are generous and our entrees are quite large.
Our cocktail creations are unique, we infuse our own vodkas with fresh fruit and
spices.
We only serve local hand crafted beers on tap.
We serve over twenty varieties of local wines.
We have a sophisticated nitrogen system in place that allows us to offer every glass
of wine on our menu by the glass!
Our wine pairing dinners are legendary. We have them twice a year and they are
often sold out a year in advance.

We have outdoor dining, an enclosed heated pavilion and indoor dining by the
fireplace.
In the warmer months, you can dine with your pet on our lawn in our Adirondack
chairs our on our outside patio.
You can dine by our fire pits.
We’re not afraid to take large reservations!
People love to have rehearsal dinners, birthday parties and celebrations at our
restaurant. We have a great room available for private parties up to a 100 people.
We offer full catering services both on and off premise, with selections far-reaching
beyond Greek cuisine.
Have our rewards card? You get wonderful free stuff: entrees, wine, appetizers,
sweatshirts and even $50 off your check! We give away almost $75,000 in free food
and apparel every year!
On our newsletter? You get exclusive insider information, discounts and firstchoice seating to our remarkable wine pairing dinners and events.
Love to take out? We offer an 8% discount on takeout orders!
100% of our disposable containers and utensils for takeout are biodegradable and
recyclable! We are in the process of getting to 100% biodegradable!

